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Erich Auerbach’s Dante: Poet of the Secular World is an
inspiring introduction to one of world’s greatest poets as well
as a brilliantly argued and still provocative essay in the history
of ideas. Here Auerbach, thought by many to be the greatest
of twentieth-century scholar-critics, makes the seemingly
paradoxical claim that it is in the poetry of Dante, supreme
among religious poets, and above all in the stanzas of his
Divine Comedy, that the secular world of the modern novel
?rst took imaginative form. Auerbach’s study of Dante, a
precursor and necessary complement to Mimesis, his
magisterial overview of realism in Western literature,
illuminates both the overall structure and the individual detail
of Dante’s work, showing it to be an extraordinary synthesis
of the sensuous and the conceptual, the particular and the
universal, that rede?ned notions of human character and fate
and opened the way into modernity. CONTENTS I. Historical
Introduction; The Idea of Man in Literature II. Dante's Early
Poetry III. The Subject of the "Comedy" IV. The Structure of
the "Comedy" V. The Presentation VI. The Survival and
Transformation of Dante's Vision of Reality Notes Index
A group of escapees from plague-ridden Florence pass the
time by telling tales of romance in this landmark of medieval
literature. Features 25 of the original 100 stories. J. M. Rigg
translation.
The bestselling author of I’m Not Scared “elegizes
adolescence fiercely and sympathetically” in a novel that’s
“scary, lovely and at last a heartbreaker” (Kirkus Reviews).
Lorenzo Cuni is a fourteen-year-old loner. His wealthy
parents think he is away on a school skiing trip, but in fact he
has stowed away in a forgotten cellar. For a week he plans to
live in perfect isolation, keeping the adult world at bay. Then a
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visit from his estranged half-sister, Olivia, changes
everything. Evoking the fierce intensity and the pulsequickening creepiness of I’m Not Scared, Ammaniti’s
bestselling first novel, Me and You is a breathtaking tale of
alienation, acceptance, and wanting to be loved by “a
fearsomely gifted writer” (The Independent). “Immensely
engaging . . . Both tender and emotionally arresting,
Ammaniti’s novel is unforgettable.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review “Italian author Niccolò Ammaniti does a lot in
160 pages, including surprise, humor, and frighten
you—sometimes simultaneously.” —Daily Candy “Ammaniti’s
prose is nimble, perceptive and economical . . . There’s a lot
to love about this book—its reticent empathy, its delicate and
pragmatic treatment of addiction, its remarkable use of
restricted physical space.” —Full Stop “Me and You takes a
short time to read but offers a memorable experience in a
mutual recognition of loneliness and grief.” —Curled Up With a
Good Book “Me And You, at just over one hundred pages . . .
[is a] perfect book . . . Niccolò Ammaniti disgusts me for how
talented he is . . . He has written a masterpiece.” —Antonio
D’Orrico, Corriere della Sera
Divided into three parts—fire, earth, and wind—this novel
follows Walter from his rural adolescence through his adult
years as he leaves his known world for the chaos and
complexity of Rome. Wrestling with difficult family
relationships and outgrowing childhood friendships, Walter
finds himself in the end searching for a long-lost friend and
the certainty he once knew.
Previously published in the print anthology The Golden Ball
and Other Stories. Edward Palgrove has saved up to buy a
small car, which he and his fiancée, Dorothy Pratt, are both
proud of. But neither one is prepared for the journey it will
take them on.
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold, now
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available in ebook, is a heart-pounding thriller in the NUMA
adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the Amazon jungle in
search of a legend that could change the path of science—but
secretive powers will do anything to stop him. From deep
within the Venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a
white goddess and a mysterious tribe with startling technical
accomplishments. Few believe the tribe exists—and even
fewer suspect its deity may hold knowledge that can change
the course of history. For National Underwater & Marine
Agency crew leader Kurt Austin, an investigation into the
sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the Mexican
coast, where someone tries to put him and his mini-sub
permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in South
America’s lush hills, a specially assigned NUMA crew turns
up the white-goddess legend—and a murderous cadre of biopirates intent on stealing medicinal secrets worth millions.
Soon Austin and his crew realize they’re working the
opposite ends of the same grand scheme. A billionaire
California tycoon is poised to rise to power by monopolizing
the earth’s vastly depleted freshwater reserves and
ultimately dominate the world. Austin has a hunch
Venezuela’s mythical tribal goddess has some real roots in
science, and may be the key to locating a secret formula that
could turn vast amounts of seawater into fresh. But with each
step into the bush, he and his NUMA team feel like fish out of
water—and must fight a deadly, twisting trail of enemies
through a dense jungle of treachery, blackmail, and murder.
Portrays the lives of the unprepared farm boys, trained
soldiers, and old men who played a role in the Allied victory in
Alba, Italy, in 1944, and depicts the psychological and
physical legacy of their efforts.

Who Put That Hair in My Toothbrush? Sibling rivalry
at its finest! Whether it's on the hockey ice, at school,
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or at home, Greg and Megin just can't seem to get
along. She calls him Grosso, he calls her
Megamouth. They battle with donuts, cockroaches,
and hair. Will it take a tragedy for them to realize
how much they actually care for each other?
In Isak Dinesen's universe, the magical enchantment
of the fairy tale and the moral resonance of myth
coexist with an unflinching grasp of the most obscure
human strengths and weaknesses. A despairing
author abandons his wife, but in the course of a long
night's wandering, he learns love's true value and
returns to her, only to find her a different woman
than the one he left. A landowner, seeking to prove a
principle, inadvertently exposes the ferocity of
mother love. A wealthy young traveler melts the
hauteur of a lovely woman by masquerading as her
aged and loyal servant. Shimmering and haunting,
Dinesen's Winter's Tales transport us, through their
author's deft guidance of our desire to imagine, to
the mysterious place where all stories are born.
Harold Schernoff, 14-year-old science whiz and
social nerd, has a theory for every problem, from
dating, to bullies, to making money, to sports, to how
to buy a car when you're underage. When he and his
buddy team up to put his theories to the test, nothing
goes according to plan. A ski lesson becomes: Mass
x Acceleration x Slope of hill = eeeAAGGHHH. As
for first dates, only Harold could mastermind such
disaster. Only Harold could go fishing and get caught
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by the fish. And only Gary Paulsen could write such
a wonderfully funny story of friendship.
When Jacqueline Hyde finds the little glass bottle in
Grandma's attic her life suddenly changes. Goodbye
clean, good Jacqueline. Hello cheeky, loud
Jacqueline Bad. It's fun at first. Exciting. But then
Jacqueline Bad gets into serious trouble. And
although she keeps trying to be her old self, the bad
side just won't let go... A darkly addictive fable, truly
absorbing.
Are you smart enough to take over a girl's heart?
Leave it to a nine-year-old to get down to the basics
about how to win victory with a girl. How to talk to
girls is for boys of all ages—from eight to eighty—and
the girls they like. So read this book and then you're
ready. Good luck! Tips: Comb your hair and don't
wear sweats Control your hyperness (cut down on
the sugar if you have to) Don't act desperate
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet
factory, his arrival changes everything for the other
overworked and abused chidren there. It is Iqbal who
explains to them that despite their master's
promises, he plans on keeping them as his slaves
indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who inspires the
other children to look to a future free from toil...and is
brave enough to show them how to get there. This
moving fictionalized account of the real Iqbal Masih
is told through the voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani
girl whose life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
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Patrick Pennington is out of control, and seems to be
heading for disaster. But when he meets Sylvia, he
feels like his world has been turned upside down.
Penn's seventeenth summer could be the most
memorable of his life . . .
“One of the greatest writers of the twentieth century . . .
Simenon was unequaled at making us look inside, though the
ability was masked by his brilliance at absorbing us
obsessively in his stories.” —The Guardian In this Georges
Simenon classic, a Dutch clerk flees to Paris with his crooked
boss’s money and meets the woman behind the man “A
certain furtive, almost shameful emotion . . . disturbed him
whenever he saw a train go by, a night train especially, its
blinds drawn down on the mystery of its passengers.” Kees
Popinga is a respectable Dutch citizen and family man—until
the day he discovers his boss has bankrupted the shipping
firm he works for, and something snaps. Kees used to watch
the trains go by on their way to exciting destinations. Now, on
some dark impulse, he boards one at random, and begins a
new life of recklessness and violence. The Man Who
Watched the Trains Go By is a chilling portrayal of a man who
breaks from society and goes on the run asks who we are,
and what we are capable of.
A follow up to Uncle Montague's Tales of Terror, this is
another creepy middle grade story collection with a chilling
frame. This time, the stories are all tales of the sea: pirates
and plagues and storms a plenty...
Shortlisted for Russia's national bestseller prize and
translated into twelve languages, Give Me marks the debut of
a literary wunderkind, a gifted writer with a fine-tuned ear and
unforgettable voice. The stories in Give Me are bracingly
authentic and deeply felt -- vibrant snapshots colored by
vodka, drugs, and young love that capture life at a certain age
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in a specific part of the world while reflecting the universal
emotions of a generation. Too young to identify with life in the
Soviet era, the frank, funny, appealingly tough characters in
Give Me are forced to find their identities in the chaotic
atmosphere of a country recovering from systemic collapse.
They reach out to each other in ways that are sometimes
affectionate, sometimes cruel, and always desperate for
connection. A young soldier on leave from the Chechen war
laments the meaninglessness of civilian life -- "all that
goddamned self-expression" -- while his girlfriend ponders the
elegant arch of her best friend's eyebrows; a teacher at a
summer camp is appalled, disgusted, and frightened by her
out-of-control charges and the retribution she could suffer at
the hands of their powerful parents; love and loyalty become
entangled as a young woman sleeps with friends of her
unattainable object of desire to feel closer to him; a suicidal
teenager finds salvation in the unlikely duo of a beefy security
guard and his Rottweiler; the object of a university student's
crush unknowingly pushes her buttons from afar when he
neglects to return her anonymous love notes; and Death
visits an Internet chat room after politely accepting the offer of
a cup of tea. Full of electricity, humor, controversy, and above
all, humanity, these pitch-perfect stories put to use the
possibilities of language and perception to give a glimpse of
Russia's youth and their struggle to grow up, find their way,
and, ultimately, love.
Wednesday, November 7 My father gave me and my brother
a little money. My stomach is all twisted up with hunger, but I
don't want to spend the money on anything as frivolous as
food. Because it's money my parents earn with their sweat
and blood. I have to study well so that I won't ever again be
tortured by hunger. . . . In a drought-stricken corner of rural
China, an education can be the difference between a life of
crushing poverty and the chance for a better future. But
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money is scarce, and the low wages paid for backbreaking
work aren't always enough to pay school fees. Ma Yan's heartwrenching, honest diary chronicles her struggle to escape
hardship and bring prosperity to her family through her
persistent, sometimes desperate, attempts to continue her
schooling. First published in France in 2002, the diary of ma
yan created an outpouring of support for this courageous
teenager and others like her -- support that led to the creation
of an international organization dedicated to helping these
children . . . all because of one ordinary girl's extraordinary
diary.
A delightful literary foray for adults and children alike, from the
inexhaustible imagination of Booker Prize-winning, bestselling author Ian McEwan. In these seven exquisitely
interlinked episodes, the grown-up protagonist Peter Fortune
reveals the secret journeys, metamorphoses, and adventures
of his childhood. Living somewhere between dream and
reality, Peter experiences fantastical transformations: he
swaps bodies with the wise old family cat; exchanges
existences with a cranky infant; encounters a very bad doll
who has come to life and is out for revenge; and rummages
through a kitchen drawer filled with useless objects to
discover some not-so-useless cream that actually makes
people vanish. Finally, he wakes up as an eleven-year-old
inside a grown-up body and embarks on the truly fantastic
adventure of falling in love. Moving, dreamlike, and
extraordinary, The Daydreamer marks yet another
imaginative departure for Ian McEwan.
David Swan (+Biography and Bibliography) (Matte Cover
Finish): We can be but partially acquainted even with the
events which actually influence our course through life, and
our final destiny. There are innumerable other events if such
they may be called which come close upon us, yet pass away
without actual results, or even betraying their near approach,
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by the reflection of any light or shadow across our minds.
Could we know all the vicissitudes of our fortunes, life would
be too full of hope and fear, exultation or disappointment, to
afford us a single hour of true serenity. This idea may be
illustrated by a page from the secret history of David Swan.
The first volume in a trilogy about the life and times of
Alexander the Great describes the youth of the young prince
as he grows to manhood in the court of King Philip, under the
tutelage of the noted philosopher Aristotle, avenges the
murder of his father, and embarks on his epic quest to
conquer the world. Reprint.
Ernesto is sixteen years old and ready for life to begin. His
curiosity leads him into an affair with an older man – the first
step on his journey to adulthood. Full of tenderness, humour
and warmth, Ernesto is a beautifully rendered coming-of-age
story. Written in 1953, but not published until 1975, this is the
great Italian poet's most personal and confessional novel,
presented here for the first time in unexpurgated form.
A devastating vision of the Holocaust and the unfillable
emptiness it left in the lives of those who passed through it.
It is told that not all of the 300 Spartan warriors died in the
battle of Thermopylae. Two were saved, and they brought
back a message to the city of Sparta in order to save them
from further slaughter. Spartan is the saga of a family torn
apart by a cruel law that forces them to abandon one of their
sons - born lame - to the elements, while the other is trained
in the caste of warriors. A thrilling tale, lavished with historical
detail, from the author of the Alexander trilogy and The Last
Legion, which became a 2007 film starring Colin Firth.
A fable for children and adults: a story of life, death, and
terrorism—in the grand tradition of Exupe?ry’s The Little
Prince When we first meet 93-year-old millionaire Baron
Lamberto, he has been diagnosed with 24 life-threatening
ailments—one for each of the 24 banks he owns. But when he
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takes the advice of an Egyptian mystic and hires servants to
chant his name over and over again, he seems to not only get
better, but younger. Except then a terrorist group lays siege
to his island villa, his team of bank managers has to be
bussed in to help with the ransom negotiations, and a media
spectacle breaks out . . . A hilarious and strangely moving
tale that seems ripped from the headlines—although actually
written during the time the Red Brigades were terrorizing
Italy—Gianni Rodari’s Lamberto, Lamberto, Lamberto has
become one of Italy’s most beloved fables. Never before
translated into English, the novel is a reminder, as Rodari
writes, that “there are things that only happen in fairytales.”
"I and My Chimney" by Herman Melville. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Hailed as Italy’s The Fault in Our Stars, this Italian bestseller
is now available for the first time in English. “I was born on
the first day of school, and I grew up and old in just two
hundred days . . .” Sixteen-year-old Leo has a way with
words, but he doesn’t know it yet. He spends his time texting,
polishing soccer maneuvers, and killing time with Niko and
Silvia. Until a new teacher arrives and challenges him to give
voice to his dreams. And so Leo is inspired to win over the
red-haired beauty Beatrice. She doesn’t know Leo exists, but
he’s convinced that his dream will come true. When Leo
lands in the hospital and learns that Beatrice has been
admitted too, his mission to be there for her will send him on
a thrilling but heartbreaking journey. He wants to help her but
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doesn’t know how—and his dream of love will force him to
grow up fast. Having already sold over a million copies,
Alessandro D’Avenia’s debut novel is considered Italy’s The
Fault in Our Stars. Now available in English for the first time,
this rich, funny, and heartwarming coming-of-age tale asks us
to explore the meaning—and the cost—of friendship, and
shows us what happens when suffering bursts into the world
of teenagers and renders the world of adults speechless.
Soon to be a major motion picture from the award-winning
director Julian Schnabel, starring Freida Pinto. WRITTEN BY
the much-admired Italo-Palestinian journalist Rula Jebreal,
Miral is a novel that focuses on remarkable women whose
lives unfold in the turbulent political climate along the borders
of Israel and Palestine. The story begins with Hind, a woman
who sacrifices everything to establish a school for refugee
Palestinian girls in East Jerusalem. Years later Miral arrives
at the school after her mother commits suicide. Hind sees that
Miral has the potential to change the world peacefully-but
Miral is appalled by the injustice that surrounds her, and flirts
with the notion of armed resistance. Hind desperately works
to persuade her to stay the course of education, hard work,
and non-violent resolution-but is she too late? Watch a Video

Renowned poet Charles Baudelaire played a
significant role in introducing Edgar Allan Poe to
French readers by publishing widely read criticisms
and translations of Poe's writings. The two writers
shared an appreciation for the exotic, a taste for
morbid subjects, and a devotion to artistic purity.
Baudelaire immersed himself in the study of English
for the express purpose of doing justice to Poe's
works, and his translations established his reputation
in the French literary world well before the
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publication of his most famous book of poetry, Les
Fleurs du Mal. In the first part of this study, "Edgar
Allan Poe, His Life and Works," Baudelaire sketches
his subject's biography and discusses several
representative writings. Two additional essays
analyze Poe's literary theories and offer intriguing
reflections of Baudelaire's own sense of aesthetics.
The compilation concludes with a critical miscellany
of several other prefaces and notes on the American
author and his works.
The 16 stories in this collection deal with
confrontation, struggle, and survival amidst the
unforgiving violence of nature. Set in the hauntingly
beautiful and dangerously remote lands of southern
Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, the narration
acquires a magical tone in describing the strife of
man in the doubly isolating landscape of human
nature within the surrounding environment.
When Helga Schneider was four, her mother, Traudi,
abandoned her to pursue her career. In 1998, Helga
received a letter asking her to visit Traudi, now
90-years old, before she dies. Mother and daughter
have met only once after Traudi left, on a disastrous
visit where Helga first learnt the terrible secret of her
mother's past. Traudi was as an extermination guard
in Auschwitz and Ravensbruck and was involved in
Nazi 'medical' experiments on prisoners. She has
never expressed even the slightest remorse for her
actions, yet Helga still hopes that at this final
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meeting she will find some way to forgive her
mother.
Irene's family has moved to Evreux, Normandy.
Soon after arriving at her new home, she is
approached by a mysterious woman who mutters
some strange words about Irene's mother being in
danger, before vanishing into thin air. It's just the first
in a series of unsettling events that Irene, Sherlock,
and Lupin must decipher. The three sleuths
questions will lead them to a secret crypt far beneath
the streets of Paris and to an ancient relic that it is
rumored to be worth a fortune. But how far will
someone go to obtain the priceless treasure?
Secrets and twists await the young detectives at
every turn as they solve the case of The Cathedral of
Fear.
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